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ABSTRACT
The TILDE project investigates general-purpose computing systems that run on
a multi·machine computing engine. A multi-machine computing engine is a cluster
of heterogeneous processors loosely coupled with a high-speed local area network.
The goal of the project is to explore computing systems in which the user interlace
hides details of the underlying architecture, making the distributed computing
engine appear to be a single, large time-sharing system.
This paper presents prqject plans and status. It describes the architecture of the
TILDE computing engine as well as research in the areas of operating systems. user
interfaces, and computational services. The novel computational services planned for
TILDE include high-level electronic mail, a timed event service, satellite bulletin·
board broadcast, supercomputer access, and otbers.




Recent advances in silicon technology have made :.: econoi.'lical to produce a
variety of processors ranging from single~chip mi.crocomputers to special purpose,
high-speed array processors. Advances in network technology have made it possible
to communicate among such processors over high-speed. low-eost local area net-
works. Furthermore, research in protocol software has resulted in uniform
transport-level protocols that work over physically large distances (long-haul net-
works) as well as over small physical distances (local area networks).
With the processor and network technology available, it is possible to build a
computing system tbat employs a set of heterogeneous processors to carry out com-
putation. The uniform protocol interface can hide machine differences, making com-
munication among the processors easy. Most importantly, processors can be selected
that are well-suited for the computation they· perform. For example, microcomputers
could be used to perform trivial tasks like capturing keystrOkes, while large, CPU
i.ntensive programs execute on more powerful machines. Such use would be cconom·
ically wise because microprocessors carry out trivial tasks at less cost per cycle tban
large mainframe processors.
The TILDE project (Transparent Integrated Local and Distributed Environ·
ment) investigates computing systems that run 00 a network of heterogeneous pro--
cessors. The goal of the project is to explore general-purpose computing systems in
which the user interface hides details of the underlying architecture. making the net-
work appear to be a single, large time-sharing system.
2. The TILDE ArchItecture
Many projects have considered the economic viability of using multiple, inex-
pensive processors to perform computation (e.g., COCANET [24], EDEN [17],
LOCUS [20). UNIX UNITED [3]. the V-Kernel [5.16]. and project Athena [10]). In
most cases, emphasis has been placed on ways to provide a general purpose comput-
ing environment by interconnecting conventional processors. We take a broader
view. First, we envision a computing environment tn which users access high-level
computational services on both local and distant computing systems. For example, a
user might access the electronic mail service on a local machine, and the linear equa-
tion solver service that only runs on a distant supercomputer. To make services easy
to obtain. we provide a homogeneous interface to the local and distant environments.
Second, we acknowledge that computing needs grow over time, and provide for
incremental expansion of the local computing environment. In our system, machines
are loosely coupled, and intelligent terminals identify services dynamically, making it
possible to add additional processors without recompiling the operating system.
Third, because we permit the local environment to contain heterogeneous processors,
processors can be selected that are best suited for the services that they provide.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of a TILDE computing System, which we call a
Multi·machine Computing Engine. The computing engine consists of a cluster of
heterogeneous machines loosely coupled with two high-speed local area networks.
User interface machines, called intt:/ligt:nJ tumina/s, access the services of the com-
puting eogine over one of the networks. One or more machines provide a gateway




service. connecting the computing engine to the rest of the world via an internet.
At the center of the computing engine is a high-speed file transfer network.
Later we will describe how the file transfer network is used to move single blocks of
files (pages) or entire files among processors. Because file transfer places high
demand on the central network. that net must behave well under heavy load. We
are currently using a 10Mbit per second token passing ring which we plan to upgrade
to SOMbit capacity.
The other local area network in the computing engine connects users' intelligent
terminals to the processors that supply services. Because users need to search for
services among all machines, the interface network needs broadcast or, preferably,
multicast addressing. The prototype uses 10 Mbit per second CSMA/CD technology
for the interface network.
Computing engines connect to other computing engines across an internet.
Thus, at least one of the machines in a given computing engine serves as a gateway
that provides a path between the local system and the rest of the world. We assume
that although services may be available over the internet that are not available
locally, the time required to access such services may be significantly longer than

















Figure 1. The Architecture of a TILDE Computing Engine.
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Multi-machine computing engines differ from conventional architectures in
significant ways. They have more power than ~:rstems of personal wortstations
because most processing is performed on powerful bact-end processors in the com·
puting engine. They have greater flexibility than conventional time-sharing systems
because new services and more computational power can be added to the system by
adding individual machines to tbe engine. Most importantly, it is possible to choose
hardware appropriate to the computation. For example. CPU-intensive services can
be performed on large mainframe machines, while services lite electronic mail can be
provided by inexpensive minicomputers.
3. ProJcct Gom and Areas of Research
The goal of the TILDE project is to explore general·purpose computing systems
that run on the multi-machine computing engine. We focus on location-transparent
interfaces. distributed file systems, and high·level computational services. More
specifically, the project explores computing systems in which the user interface hides
details of the underlying architecture, making the multi-machine computing engine
appear to be a single, large time-sharing system. To achieve this goal, we are investi·
gating the following three primary research areas:
a) Operating systeIWI. The two major problems in the operating systems area
are the file and dirr,ctory system and the name binding mechanism. The file
and directory system must provide efficient access to local and distant files.
A new name binding mechanism simplifies the naming of files in a large
name space and eliminates location dependencies.
A centralized file system would form a serious bottleneck in the comput!og
engine. Any node in the engine may therefore have secondary storage capa-
bility. In addition, one or more nodes in the net are file servers. A location
transparent, distributed file and directory system spans all machines in the
computing engine. Location transparency means that it is impossible to
derive the location of a file from its name. Since the placement of files is the
responsibility of tbe operating system, data can be migrated to the point of
most frequent access.
The new name binding mechanism allows more flexibility in using incomplete
file names. Rather than always interpreting incomplete names relative to a
current directory. it permits each user to specify bow incomplete names
should be resolved relative to several entry points in the directory. In addi-
tion, the naming mechanism provides location transparency for access to files
outside the computing engine.
Ultimately, we would like to design a new operating systems kernel that sup-
ports efficient communication between the intelligent terminal and services,
as well as an efficient and reliable distributed file system that allows files to
be shared among all services. However. a complete operating system rewrite
would be both unrealistic and premature. Instead of designing from scratch,
we are modifying UNIXt [22,23]. We adopted UNIX. because we have can·
siderable expertise and experience with it, it is easy to modify, and it
presents a programming environment that faculty and research staff find
attractive.
tUNlX i. a trademark of fk:U Labora[orics.
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To adapt Unix for the computing engine, we have implemented a package
for accessing remote files and have begun experimenting with a new direc-
tory system. We plan to retain the process manager, the device manager,
and the communication systems. Like UNIX, the new TILDE system does
not attempt to migrate processes across machine boundaries. Instead, it pro-
vides a novel name mapping and file access scheme that permits a user to
access data independent of the machine on whicb computation is performed.
b) User Interfaces. The intelligent terminal provides a homogeneous user inter-
face for the TILDE computational services. It is a crucial part of the pro-
ject. We have identified the desirable characteristics of an intelligent termi-
nal, and chosen a model for such a terminal. Implementation of a prototype
intelligent terminal has begun using a SUN workstation.
We plan to complete the prototype and experiment with it, refining botb the
user interface and the underlying mechanisms. Of particular interest is the
network protocol software used to communicate between the intelligent ter-
minal and service processors. Although the prototype uses a conventional
internet protocol (TCP/IP), we eventually expect to build a more efficient
protocol for communication with the service processors.
c) Compatatlonal services. We have identified several specific high-level compu-
tational services that TILDE will provide: a high-level electronic mail ser-
vice, a timed event service, a satellite-based bulletin-board broadcast service.
supercomputer access via satellite links, a version control service, a parallel
computer access service, and a distributed data base. As the system becomes
available for departmental use. we expect faculty to add more services to tbe
environment based OD their research interests.
The next three sectioDs describe each of these three areas of research, giving a
detailed description of the research and project status in each area.
4. OperatIng Systems Research (detalled description).
Naming. Computing environments provide access to objects sucb as processes,
users, devices, files, and services. In distributed environments, the question of nam-
ing is central to system design because names can only be exchanged freely among
mechanisms that dereference them the same way. For example, if each machine in
the computing engine maintains its own file name space, a given file name may not
refer to the same file when interpreted on two different machines.
A naming mechanism is transparent if all names are known globally (Le., if a
given name refers to exactly the same object independent of the context in which it
is interpreted). Name transparency is desirable because it allows users to exchange
objects like programs that reference data by name. Ultimately, name transparency
can only be achieved if names are unique. Such uniqueness requires either a central
authority to designate all names, or an agreement by which individual "sites" (e.g.• a
computing engine) can assign names. Consulting a central authority is too
inefficient, so the question becomes how to assign transparent names in a distributed
environment.
The major complication with distributed name assignment is that most schemes
introduce location dependencies. For example, some distributed systems prepend
machine names onto file names, making names take the form machiMfile [18]. We
reject this approach because it implies that the name used to reference a file must
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change whenever the file moves from one machine to another.
Another naming consideration concerns name length. Users prefer to short~n
names, using abbreviations in place of longer names whenever the correct name can
be deduced from the context in which the name is resolved. For example, file names
in UNIX are specified either as full path names or shortened names (which are inter-
preted with respect to the "current" directory). Allowing users to substitute short
names for longer ones makes naming convenient, but increases the probability that
names conflict.
TILDE solves the problem of naming in a distributed environment in a novel
way: it replaces a per-machine name binding mechanism with a per-user name bind-
ing mechanism. Thus, names are relative to the individual, not to the machine on
which the computation is performed. In a local computing engine, users can refer to
a file by name without knowing the file's physicalloc8tion or the location of the com-
putational service they invoke. Furthermore. a set of default name bindings allows
users on a single computing engine to refer to each other's files in much the sam~
way as they would on a conventional single-processor system. More importantly,
TILDE makes local and distant file names transparent, allowing transparent access to
files on distant computing engines.
In general, TILDE provides transparency only for those objects which users
routinely manipulate. Primarily. this means that in a given computing engine,
TILDE interprets file names and user login names consistently. We expect, however,
that other identifiers may not be known globally. For example, process identifiers
may remain local to the machine that executes the process. Keeping some identifiers
local helps make the system more efficient,- but it introduces nontransparent names.
We seek a compromise that adopts nontransparent names for efficiency, but hides
them from the user. One of the important issues is whether such partial tran-
sparency provides sufficient flexibility to enable us to make names used by higher
levels of the software transparent.
Fil~ Syslem Design. Having transparent file names is especially important
because users reference data and programs by naming the files in which they reside.
The file system can be partitioned into two parts. one that deals with the binding of
file names to files, and another that provides access to a file. The first part, USUally
called the directory syst~m, implements the naming scheme and the binding of names
to objects. The second part, the underlying fil~ ryst~m. provides access to a file
object once its location is known. .
Because users interact with more than one machine in the computing engine at
a given time, the file system must provide efficient access to all files. On one hand.
centralized file systems are less efficient than distributed systems because the central
file server forms a bottleneck in the system. On the other hand. consistency and syn-
chronization are difficult in distributed systems. We are interested in a corr:promise
between centralized file systems and completely distributed ones. Our compromise
considers file systems which keep data "close" to the most frequent point of access,
and migrate files slowly as the focus of access changes.
We have completed the implementation of a file system that al~ows block·level
access to all files in a network. The package provides access transparency in that all
files are accessed in the same way, regardless of whether tbey are remote or local.
The package is implemented with the Berkeley Unix !PC mechanism, and is based on
the transport-level protocol TCP/IP [21]. It can thus be used in botb local and long-
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haul networks. Performance over a 10 Mbit local area network is surprisingly good.
For instance, listing a remote directory is instantaneous, without any noticeable
delay compared to listing a local directory. The file system also implements a remote
current workiog directory and remote symbolic Iioks. Remote symbolic links can be
used to compose a directory spanning several nodes, providing a degree of location
transparency. Remote execution is not currently supported. More information about
the file system can be found in [27].
We are now building a location transparent directory system. Location tran·
sparency means that, within a given computing engine, the physical location of a file
cannot be determined from its name. A preliminary design of the directory system
appears in [27]. It employs a primary-copy strategy and is carefully tuned to avoid
overhead for operations on local files. For efficient read access, the directory system
implements demand replication. Demand replication automatically replicates files and
directories that are read by several hosts. The update protocol is such that frequently
written files experience a low level of replication. File migration, finally, improves
write access by moving files to sites where they are written. We plan to investigate
several migration and replication heuristics.
Prorocols. Purdue has a history of protocol research. Currently, we are
involved in work on protocols for local area networks, long-haul networks, and
satellite-based broadcast networks. All three will be important in TILDE. Work on
satellite protocols will contribute directly to the satellite broadcast and supercom-
puter access services described below. Work on local area network protocols wi1l be
important in the local computing engine. Wort. on long-haul network protocols will
contribute to our understanding of gateways.
In the area of satellite protocols, two schemes currently exist. Random channel
access protocols allow multiplexing of traffic on demand to keep the utilization high;
the disadvantage of sucb schemes is that more overhead lS introduced to identify
traffic. By contrast, reservation schemes divide the bandwidth into reserved slots;
the disadvantage is that unused reservations result in underutilization of the
bandwidth. We plan [0 concentrate on hybrid protocols that combine random access
with reservation strategies to achieve the best of both schemes.
Protocol designers choose a tradeoff between efficiency and generality. For
example, Popek [20] insists that efficient. special-purpose protocols may be needed to
obtain satisfactory performance in a distributed system. However, DARPA has
recently developed a general-purpose transport-level protocol, TCP/IP. tbat provides
for internetwork connections. Although we bave adopted TCP/IP for tbe TILDE
prototype, we plan to conduct experiments measuring its cost, and to consider possi-
ble alternatives. Of special interest bere is the protocol used to ship files among
back-end machines. Because the file transfer network has large capacity, we expect
that network protocols may limit performance. Tbus, both simulation and experi~
mental measurements will be important in helping us assess the protocol overbead
and tune the system.
s. User Interface Research (detailed descrlptlon).
Each individual machine in a computing engine provides a set of services such
as electronic mail, general-purpose command interpretation, hardcopy printing, or
high-speed vector processing. Heavily used services may be duplicated on several
machines to improve performance. Less heavily used services. or services that require
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special-purpose hardware may be available on only one rr.achine in each cmDputing
engine, or may only be available on remote computing engines.
Conceptually, a user bas access to all possible services simultaneously. whether
they are supplied by the local computing engine or a remote one. The user interface
that supports such access consists of an intelligent terminal that communicates with
the computing engine over the interface network. More powerful· than conventional
terminals, but less powerful than independent "workstations". intelligent terminals
provide three important mechanisms [14].
1. They request service from individual machines of the computing engine on
behalf of the user. The intelligent terminal is responsible for locating
special-purpose or lightly-loaded processors, as well as handling tbe details of
authorization (by logging in for tbe user) and resource requesting.
2. They provide limited local computing power for special-purpose interactive
tasks (e.g., front·ends of editors [11]). By handling all interactive processing
sucb as keyboard and mouse input at the intelligent terminal, the host pro-
cessors that make up the computing engine are relieved of the context
switching burden required to implement highly interactive programs. This
layering of resource utilization not only reduces the load on the computing
engine, but also improves response to the user.
3. They allow users to customize interactive interfaces to suit their own per-
sonal needs or tastes [4]. Much intelligent terminal work has been done to
define Virtual Terminal Protocols [7,15] tbat allow programs to access tbe
intelligent terminal in a machine-independent way. and into building
special-purpose systems for a single application area [8,19]. These
approaches force the host program to operate at a low-!evel, worrying about
the details of window management and user interface styles. Our approach
is to maintain a high·level. style-independent interface between host pr~
grams and the intelligent terminal. and use the inte~ligent terminal to imple-.
ment a particular interaction style. Thus, we preserve the standard UNIX
programming paradigm of easily-written filters and pipes, and allow tbe intel-
ligent terminal to provide a screen-oriented interface to these line-oriented
programs. Decisions about key bindings, window organization, menus, error
handling, and so on can be handled uniformly by the intelligent terminal
(and can be studied as a separate area of research). These decisions can also
be customized to tbe user's preference, without modifying the programs run.
ning on the computing engine.
6. Hlgh-Lenl Services Res:ean:h (detailed desc:rlptlon).
A major part of TILDE concentrates on designing high-level services that the
computing engine provides. Work has started on a high·level mail service. a timed
event service, satellite bulletin-board broadcast, and a version control service. A
supercomputer access service, a simulation service, parallel computer access. and a
distributed data base are in the planning stages. Short descriptions of these services
follow.
Electronic Mail. Electronic mail is usually based on independent memos. How-
ever, subscribers frequently use mail systems to transport files and to conduct confer-
ences among groups of individuals. Research on mail explores a higber·leyel mail
environment based on conversations rather than memos. The notion of
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"conversation" encompasses traditional memo systems, bulletin-boards. and con-
ferencing systems. Our conversation-based mail allows users to "attach" files to a
message in such a way that the recipient can save the attached files without reading
them. It also keeps the bistory of an exchange, sorts incoming mail so that all mes-
sages pertaining to a given conversation are kept together, and stamps an expiration
date on messages so messages like "system going down at lOAM" will disappear
automatically at the appropriate time. More details of the conversation-based mail
service are given in [6}.
Timed Event Service. TILDE wilt provide a service tbat handles scheduled
events. Examples of such events include: asking for a reminder message at a given
time. scheduling computations to be performed at a given time (or on a periodic
basis), keeping an appointment calendar, and providing a time-stamp for distributed
algorithms. We plan to construct a ti.med-event service that collects together aU
mechanisms that deal with time, and provides a single, uniform interface for access-
ing them. The event service must be reliable (in the sense tbat system crashes will
not cause loss of events), and efficient (in the sense tbat scheduling an event is fast).
Low-overhead protocols will achieve efficiency, and a special processor will provide
high reliability.
Satellite Bulletin-Board Broadcast. SateIHtes offer a convenient way to distribute
large volumes of broadcast data over wide geographic areas. They can deliver data
with less cost than systems that route bulletin board information from host to host
(e.g., USENET). We plan to expand and apply on-going research in the area of
satellite-based protocols by creating a bunetin-board broadcast service. The premise
of the satellite delivery system is tbat while every site wishes to receive the entire
bulletin board. a given site contributes only a small amount of material. Thus,
slower. land·based connections are sufficient for traffic that flows to the bulletin-
board broadcast site; satellites are used only to deliver the bulk. data. The economic
justification is obvious: while a satellite transmission station costs approximately
$25OK, a receiving station can be established for under $5K. The project has two
parts: We plan to continue our simulation studies of satellite based protocols for one
year, and undertake an experimental study of new protocols using a subchannel on
an existing satellite in successive years.
Supercomputer Access Service. With the satellite mechanism in place, we will
turn attention to a related question - that of how to deliver output from a super-
computer to remote users. Purdue has a Cyber 205 supercomputer that scientists use
in their work. Our model of user interaction with tbe supercomputer is based on the
following observation: Many scientific users follow a simple cycle of editing a pro-
gram (or data file) by hand, running the program on the"supercomputer, and analyz-
ing the large volume of output produced. We will therefore focus on software that
follows what we call the shadow paradigm. The shadow paradigm uses local comput-
iog power to capture incremental changes to programs and data, and to communicate
these changes to a "shadow" file located on the remote supercomputer. For example.
a s.hadow editor consists of two parts. When a scientist edits a file, the local part cap-
tures keystrokes makes the specified modifications, displays the new data instantly,
and sends a record of the changes to the shadow on the remote supercomputer. The
shadow part applies the changes to a remote copy of the file. Since keystrokes result
in low-volume traffic, they can easily be handled by land-based networks. When the
scientist executes a program on the supercomputer, the system verifies that the
remote file is the same as the local one. and then uses the remote copy. Because
9
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checksum techniques can verify a file without sending its contents across the net~
work, the scientist will perceive little or no delay before execution begins. Because
data comes back over high-speed sateIHte connections, the scientist will receive it
almost immediately. Finally, because the shadow editor updates the display based on
local information, the scientist does Dot observe network delays while editing. The
effect is almost instantaneous response even though heaVily CPU oriented processing
is performed on a remote supercomputer.
Version Control Service. A major problem in programming environments is how
to keep a constantly changing software system well organized. Constant change is
unavoidable because any large system requires correction, adaptation, and extension
throughout its entire life. Constant change creates multiple versions of all system
components. Old versions cannot normally be discarded, because they may be in use.
they may be required for backup, and they are needed for understanding the
development history.
The TILDE version control service is intended to manage the multitude of ver~
sions in large systems. We have already developed an important building block ,"or
this service, the Revision Control System (RCS) [26,28]. RCS manages revisions of
individual components by organizing them into groups and tracking their develop-
ment history. ReS does not deal adequately with configurations and derived ver-
sions (i.e., compiled or linked programs). A combination with MAKE has proven to
be unsatisfactory, since MAKE's concept of multiple versions is primitive. We there-
fore plan to extend RCS into a full version control system. New results concerning
the minimization of recompilations after changes will be incorporated [29]. The ver~
sion contro! service helps eliminate configuration errors during development and
maintenance, as well as speed up the regeneration of configurations after changes.
Simulation servic~. Faculty working in the area of simulation and modeling are
planning to expand existing simulation software, and incorporate it into a general
purpose simulation facility under TILDE. Although software exists to solve various
queueing problems, there is no uniform user interface, and the selection o"f appropri~
ate routines is a manual process. We plan to unify the user interface and automate
the choice of simulation software appropriate for a given problem. Such a facility
will be important to our work with protocols because the early research on broadcast
protocols (one-many communication) will use simulation models to help develop and
assess satellite protocols.
Parallel computer access. As part of the parallel and vector computation project,
faculty members in the department have built a prototype configurable parallel pro-
cessor called the PR II [9,13]. Currently accessible only through a spedal-purpose
microcomputer, the PR II has 100 processors with programmable switches connecting
them. We plan to attach the PR II support processor to the TILDE prototype sys--
tem, and provide a parallel machine access service. The service will consist of two
parts: a program preparation facility (that currently runs OD a V AX using a bit-
mapped display), and a program execution facility that will download the PR II and
control execution. We plan to work primarily on the program execution facility,
making it easy to transfer data between the PR n and the TILDE file system.
Distributed Database. Faculty in the database area plan to develop a distributed
database system for the TILDE architecture. The system will provide (1) con-
currency control and failure/recovery control transparency, and (2) an intelligent
query interface. Although the database is physically distributed. the user can assume
10
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tbat it is logically integrated. The system hides tbe details of concurrency, allowing a
user to assume that only one transaction is present in tbe system. The system
enforces failure recovery in tbe sense that transactions are atomic (eacb transaction
is either processed completely or not processed at all).
Althougb we plan to provide a working database service, tbe service is not an
end in itself. We expect to use the opponunity to study a variety of fault tolerant
and concurrency control mechanisms. including locking, optimistic. and version~
based schemes. In particular. we will measure system overhead, recovery costs, and
lost processing costs [2}. To make such experiments possible, we will implement the
system with generic primitives, using table~driven processing at the detailed level.
Queries will be expressed in a high level language such as QUEL of INGRES
[12.25}. The query processor will attempt to eliminate ambiguities, and provide an
optimal access path through the physical database before executing the user's
request. In case a request cannot be processed. the query processor will provide an
explanation of the problem based 00 tbe contents of tbe database and problems
encountered during access. If a request can be satisfied, tbe system will cache in the
working buffer related information that is available at a low cost. For example.
because it is possible to transmit an entire block of data across a high~speed network
in roughly the same time as it takes to transmit a panial block (assuming that the
network is not fully utilized), the system can opti.mize response time for sequential
access by caching entire blocks whenever partial blocks are transmitted [1].
1. The Tn.DE Prototype
Our immediate project objective is to produce an experimental prototype
TILDE system. The prototype will serve as the basis for funher experiments with
system design, and as the foundation on which new high~level services are built. The
model we have in mind is a UNIX-like system with tlIe syntactic parts of the interac·
dve shell (command interpreter) resident in the intelligent terminal, and the com-
mand set augmented with new commands that implement high~level services. We
envision a prototype s}'5tem that will:
• provide roughly the same mix of general-purpose computing as a single-
machine running the UNIX timesharing system.
• be easily expandable. In particular, it will be possible to increase the power
of the system by adding more individual machines to the computing engine;
it will be possible to increase the variety of services provided by introducing
new user~level software without rebindi.ng tbe kernel.
• have roughly the same performance characteristics as a single~machine UNIX
system (Le., the user will perceive no gross difference in performance).
• provide each user access to all services.
• provide new, bigh·level services.
• integrate communication/access among local and remote computing engines.
We plan to design and build a multi-machine computing engine prototype dur·
ing the coming year, and refine it during the second year. During these two years.
the necessary operating system primitives and the intelligent terminal concept will be
developed, and a few high-level services will be implemented. The following years
will see a refinement of the prototype, additional services, and an expansion of the
11
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computing engine with more processon and intelligent terminals, to provide a gen-
eral departmental facility.
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